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MINUTES OF THE WORKS AND SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 2020, 9.18AM, AT TŌTARA ROOM, COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, 96 WEST END, KAIKŌURA
PRESENT:

Councillor D Millton (Chair), Mayor C Mackle, Deputy Major J Howden,
Councillor L Bond, Councillor V Gulleford, Councillor R Roche, Councillor T
Blunt, Councillor N Pablecheque

IN ATTENDANCE:

A Oosthuizen (Chief Executive), M Dickson (Senior Manager Corporate
Services), D Clibbery (Senior Manager Operations), S Murphy (Works and
Services Manager), B Makin (Executive Officer)

1. APOLOGIES Nil
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Cr D Millton queried if he needed to declare an for Waipapa Limestone to the OAG as he supplies
concrete to the Council subcontractor. CEO would follow up on this.
3. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
RESOLUTION
THAT the Committee:
Confirms as a true and correct record, the circulated minutes of a meeting held on 26 August 2020.
Moved:
Seconded:

Deputy Major J Howden
Cr L Bond
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

4. MATTERS ARISING AND ACTIONS
The Matters Arising and Action list was reviewed by the Committee and accepted. The following items
were discussed:
• Airport hangar: This was discussed at the Finance, Audit and Risk Committee and a resolution will
be advised next month
• Report on Civic Centre: Review of compliance documentation has commenced. An expression of
interest has gone out for quotes to carry out maintenance works
Art Sculpture: Cultural discussions are to be held between Matt Moriarty and Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura
5. MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE TO BE RAISED AS URGENT BUSINESS Nil
6. WORKS AND SERVICES MONTHLY BAU REPORT
The Works and Services Monthly BAU report was presented by S Murphy.
Cr R Roche felt that Downer’s health and safety policy (pre-approval requirements) were prohibiting
local employment in the industry.
Discussions will be held with contract managers to ensure works are pre-planned and appropriate
notice is given to sub-contractors.
An indicative programme on roading expenses will be produced to give some indication on how
Council staff envisage spending throughout the coming year. Council will need to invest more in
roading and review expenditure when developing the long-term plan.
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A timeline for resolving odour issues on beach road and Ocean Ridge was requested.
KDC will oversee the operation of the three new public toilets on State Highway 1 and recover
operating and an associated management fee from NZTA. Two of the public toilet blocks will be
cleaned by the site holders. Innovative Waste Kaikōura (IWK) has been contracted to clean the
southern public toilet, oversee all three toilets and respond to any non-compliance or poor
management.
An initial plan of key facilities that require maintenance was reviewed on page 10 (Facility Audits and
Maintenance Plans). D Clibbery noted that further assets are to be included, such as the public
cemetery and Scarborough Street pool site. Corrections to the key facilities would be amended as the
soccer club is owned by the pre-school building, South Bay Domain Bar and Tote are owned by the
Trotting Club, KDC are responsible for the toilets in South Bay domain and the wording ‘South Bay
public boat ramp’ is to be amended to ‘South Bay boat ramp’.
The Committee discussed the issue of fish frames following the change in legislation around the
filleting of fish and the effects it is having at the commercial slipway. It was noted that the intention is
not for IWK to receive bulk fish waste as this will create odour issues. Fish frames have been put in the
public bins and MPI have been advised that this is not practical.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Mayor C Mackle
Cr T Blunt
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 9.58am.

CONFIRMED

___________________________ Chairperson
____________________________ Date
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Actions items as at 12 October 2020
ACTION ITEM
1

2

3

5

6

Ensure hangar repairs are expedited.

ASSIGNED TO

DUE

D Clibbery

Ongoing

M Mitchell

In process

Report on Civic Centre plan to be provided
to Council

STATUS
A resolution will be sought
October
Expressions of interest for
maintenance closed 21st
September and selection of
preferred contractors is in
progress. Review of Code of
Compliance documents
commenced 18th September

Indicative programme on roading expenses
to be produced. Reports to demonstrate
Roading expenditure levels to be included
A timeline for resolving odour issues on
beach road and Ocean Ridge

D Clibbery

S Murphy

To be included in October
report.

Corrections to the key facilities to reflect
that the soccer club is owned by the preschool building, South Bay Domain Bar and
Tote are owned by the Trotting Club, KDC
are responsible for the toilets in South Bay
domain and the wording ‘South Bay public
boat ramp’ is to be amended to ‘South Bay
boat ramp’.

S Murphy

To be included in October
report.

Completed
ACTION ITEM

ASSIGNED TO

DUE

STATUS

Arrange procurement workshop

Held on 8th October and
report on Council agenda

Letter of support for the Art Sculpture and
Runanga support

Runanga opposed to original
site. Further discussion to
occur regarding potential
site with the Runanga.

A Oosthuizen
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Report to:
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:

Works and Services Committee
1. 28 October 2020
2. Works and Services BAU Report
Sam Murphy –Works and Services Manager
Mark Millar - Roading Engineer
Bruce Apperley - Three Waters Engineer
Dave Clibbery - Senior Manager Operations

Input sought from:
Authorised by:
Angela Oosthuizen – CEO
1. PURPOSE AND ORIGIN:
The purpose of this report is to provide the Committee with an overview and status update on
business as usual (BAU) activities.
Works and services includes:
• maintenance and
• operation of the local roading and footpath network and associated infrastructure (bridges,
signs, street lights, road marking, barriers etc)
• maintenance and operation of 3 waters networks and schemes
• operation of waste collection, recycling and other minimisation and residual waste disposal
• maintenance of reserves, parks and toilets
• maintenance of community facilities
• maintenance of airport and harbour infrastructure
2. ROADING:
2.2 Road Maintenance Contract
September has been another steady month for road maintenance works with completion of the
maintenance metalling and grading early in the month.
Hastings Street footpath resurfacing was finally completed during the month following the installation
of fibre at the start of the year and then the opportunity to upgrade water supply reticulation through
autumn and winter before the final surfacing with asphalt.
Continued coordination between our Contractor and Council’s Roading Engineer has achieved good
ongoing results during September for completed works and in preparation for works during our
warmer months.
Our programme of works for the remainder of the 2020/2021 year continues to be programmed and
refined to meet the approved NZTA roading budget. We have a very tight budget this year, however
appropriate works will be completed and further funding for low cost / low risk safety work is also
being resolved with NZTA.
Works and services for September roading include:
• Street sweeping around township – Twice weekly and the continued sump clearing programme
• Routine maintenance carried out – potholes, edge breaks, signage replacements, detritus pickup
and rubbish pickup
• Maintenance grading round completed after further maintenance metalling requests from the
community
• Hastings Street footpath asphalt resurfacing complete which is being subsidised by Chorus
• Road marking safety improvements at various locations around town and at Schoolhouse road
culvert replacement
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Schoolhouse Rd / Mt Fyffe Rd – Pavement Marking

Vegetation control and Grading

Roading Works and services for the coming month
• Confirmation of the final forward works programme to match agreed budget in conjunction with
Downers Contract Manager and KDC Roading Engineer
• Scoping and design of Low Cost / Low Risk projects
• Cleaning out various sumps and street sweeping as per supplied programme.
• Develop and confirm renewals and reseal programme for the 20/21 period with the Roading
Engineer
• Further programme footpath renewals and repairs within the approved budget
• Programme and completion of various small maintenance jobs.
Market Share for September was 69% Downer and 31% Others
Works that were available during September have resulted in Downers markets share being 69% for
the month of September, leaving 31% for other contractors. y Total

Contractor

Total September Claim by % Contractor
Engagement
DOWNER
DELTA
PAUL ROSS
GLEN ALTON
SPRAYMARKS
WAIPAPA LIMESTONE
ROAD METALS
NIGEL ROSS

69%
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Downer Kaikoura depot, as of end September 2020 currently employees 22 local residents in a fulltime
capacity for road maintenance and construction. Downer also have two other divisions of Downer
situated within their depot at 89 Kowhai Ford Road, Excell and Road Science that currently employ a
further 8 - 10 local residents in full time employment
Health & Safety
There were no health and safety issues reported during September.
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Incident Response
Two incidents were found during routine maintenance patrols, however did not require Downer
response:
• Red Swamp Road – Single lane bridge handrail was crashed into and knocked off by a motorist
which NZ Police have supplied detail so that reparation can be claimed from the driver’s
insurance company
• Takahanga Tce Chevron Board was pulled out during The Hop weekend and left damaged and
lying on the ground. It was reinstalled until a new one can be sourced to replace this.
Environmental
No environmental issues have been reported during September however there have been multiple
strong wind event which required additional routine patrols.
LED Lighting
Draft LED Streetlighting Business case was lodged for first review to Waka Kotahi (NZTA). Feedback
has been received with some changes to be incorporated before submission to the Funding
Committee which is scheduled to meet on 12th November 2020.
CSR’s
All CSR’s for roading received during September have been closed off or are being dealt with on a
case by case basis.
Broadband connections
These works are continuing by Chorus subcontractor UCG who are presently completing the property
connections from the recently installed fibre network in Kaikoura.
This is to ensure KDC are not left with costs to repair berms etc. as a result of these works. UCG have
commented on how well the reporting system is working.
3.

THREE WATERS
3 Waters Reform – Stimulus Funding and Projects
The draft 3W delivery plan was reviewed with Crown Infrastructure who are acting with the
Department of Internal Affairs. The plan is due to be approved by DIA by 31 October 2020. The first
funding advance ($940,000) is expected to be received in November.
Planning and procurement are under way for the first tranche of work packages.
Water Supplies
Boil Water Notices Status
Boil water notices (BWN) will remain in place in the East Coast, Kaikōura Suburban and Fernleigh
schemes until additional treatment barriers are put in place.
Work on Kaikoura Suburban scheme reticulation is being scheduled with IWK to start this month. This
work will change the Suburban source to the Mackles bores and treatment and allow the boil water
notice to be lifted.
Improvement works on the East Coast and Fernleigh schemes are subject to 3 Waters reform funding
and to approval by the drinking water assessor. Works are tentatively scheduled for mid 2021.
Downer, who currently operate and maintain the Fernleigh scheme, have informally indicated to
Council staff that they wish to relinquish this role because their current arrangement with the scheme
is not financially rewarding for them, with significant amounts of time required to be spent on
administrative activities, which they are not compensated for.
Such an exit, and the associated likelihood that KDC would then have to become more directly involved
in the operation of the scheme, further builds the case for upgrading the supply’s water treatment.
Water Quality
E.Coli were not detected in any water samples during the reporting period.
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Urban Scheme
Water demand has started to rise with warmer weather, from a typical winter amount of 2,700 cubic
metres a day to approximately 3,400 cubic metres a day in the week ending 17 October. Obvious
wasteful water use has already been seen at some properties where watering is not being managed
and there has been runoff to footpaths and roads.
Purchase of earthquake resilient pipework for the Mackles site will be arranged once 3W funding is
available. Installation of this and ultraviolet light disinfection will be held over to autumn when water
demand reduces, and the alternative bore will have sufficient capacity to allow the Mackles bores to
be taken offline.
The most recently constructed Fords steel reservoir was taken out of service for repair of a small leak
through the heavy walled plastic liner. This work is included in defects liability period of the
earthquake rebuild supply contract. The repair was unsuccessful and the supplier has undertaken to
supply and fit a complete new liner. The liner and reservoir warranty periods will be reset to start
afresh once work is completed. The reservoir is expected to remain out of service until late
November. There will be increased risks during that time related to possible outage of the Mackles
supply and to breakage of a major main. If necessary the alternative bore can be used for supply, with
outside water use banned for a short time, and the Peninsula water reservoir can be used to back feed
the township
Approximately 5% of the roof sheeting on the Peninsula steel reservoir, in the roof edge area
overlooking South Bay, was blown off during a very strong wind event. The failure was similar to what
occurred during a wind event in 2016. The primary cause of failure was the sheeting tearing at the
heads of the roofing screws. The sheeting was replaced with new sheets and stronger fixings (larger
washers under the screws). A quotation for re-fixing of the entire roof including cyclone clips under
the screws will be sought.
3.3
Wastewater
Reticulation performance has continued to be generally satisfactory, with no overflows noted.
Vents on the new Beach Road new pressure main have had new activated carbon odour filters
installed. The Top !0 campground has been asked to improve operation of their onsite pump station
to reduce odour risks downstream. Odour monitoring at other known sites including pump stations
at Hawthorne Road, Gillings Lane and Mill Road has continued. There have not been any reported
incidents.
The performance of the new aerated lagoon and the oxidation pond is being monitored to look for
improved efficiencies. Treated wastewater discharge quality has generally continued to be compliant.
The BAU team is providing resources to support contract management during the Lyell Creek pump
station rebuild.
3.4
Stormwater
There were no significant rain events or other stormwater issues.
3.5
Asset Management
Natasha Wells has ceased her involvement with the rebuild projects and has instead been working
with the BAU team to improving the quality of Council’s data on its 3 waters assets, in particular the
ages and associated likely required renewal dates for water, wastewater and stormwater pipes.
Information has been obtained (or verified) from a number of sources including various digital records
and paper plans, and excellent progress has been made.
The focus has to date been on pipes, because they make up a very large proportion of the overall value
of KDC’s 3 waters assets.
As at the time of writing this report 84% of water pipes, 87% of wastewater pipes and 90% of
stormwater pipes (all by length) have had their ages and likely residual lives reliably estimated or
confirmed.
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Whilst not completely comprehensive these proportions are considered sufficiently large to enable
very meaningful indications of potential future renewal requirements for these assets.
The following graph reflects these likely long-term requirements.
Since 3 waters point features such as manholes, fire hydrants and valves will generally have been
installed at the same time as the pipes and typically have similar lives to those pipes, the form of
renewal profiles for these assets would be expected to be closely similar to those for pipes.
As such it appears that very little renewal of KDC’s 3 water reticulation asset renewals will be required
for around 20 years. After the last of the asbestos cement water mains in Kaikoura are replaced
(shown in the graph as requiring around $1.5 million to be spent between 2021 and 2025, but with
the possibility of some further deferral if the condition of these pipes is found not to be critical) the
currently available data suggest that very little further replacement will be required till around 2040.

This is not entirely unexpected since the rebuild had resulted in the replacement of many assets that
were older or fragile, and the practical on-the-ground expertise from IWK had also been indicating
that few assets were near to requiring replacement.
Having very limited 3 waters renewal requirements in the short or medium term is in contrast to many
other local authorities (particularly small local authorities) and suggests that if the previously
identified roading renewal issues (in particular those related to NCTIR haulage routes) can be
addressed KDC could be in a good position with regard to future infrastructure financing.
4.

PARKS AND RESERVES, BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES:

Gooches Beach
Work is continuing at the Gooches beach play area. The playground edging along with some timber
decking replacement on the fort structures has started. Mainpower have installed a new Lamp post
which will enable the Playground BBQs to be used again.
South Bay
The toilet in the centre of the South Bay racecourse is having a new roof installed starting next week.
While the cost of this including new spouting is $2700 (unbudgeted) it does need to be done.
Perhaps after the repair of the roof it be appropriate to hand over the reasonability of the toilet to the
Trotting Club as the main user.
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Pensioner Cottages
Two units have become available which required painting, curtains, carpet cleaning and a new deck
and ramp for unit 2. Insulation inspections have highlighted a Top-up of insulation required in some
of the units and will be completed over summer.
Mill Road
The toilet at Mill Road has been painted and further minor improvements undertaken to the
surrounding reserve.
Wharves and Jetties
Replacement of concrete on Council’s South Bay public boat ramp has been moved back until after
the long holiday weekends. This will have a significant cost of around $35,000 and follows on from
other similar, substantial and relatively recent works. The likely continuing need to undertake such
works suggests that there is a need to reconsider how these should be funded, with an emphasis on
exacerbator pays principles.
Wakatu Quay Building Demolition
Demolition of buildings 1 and 2 have now been completed down to ground level.
The amount of Asbestos found, that requires removal from the site of building 1, has triggered the
requirement of a consent. After discussions with the PGF committee it was agreed that this should be
applied for now rather than wait for the soil test results.
The site will be tested this week to gain a better understanding of the amount of contamination of the
site and of how much material will need to be removed.
Building 3 has all the asbestos and reusable refrigeration panel removed and so now the hard
demolition can commence. It is hoped the building will be completely down by the time of the Council
meeting.
Oaro Café and Motel
Tenders closed for the for Demolition of the buildings at Oaro on 5 October, with two tenders received
as follows:
• Frews Contracting Ltd
$127,700
• Scope Group Ltd
$126,118
Tenders were evaluated using a lowest conforming price methodology but with a 5% price advantage
given to ‘local’ contractors, but no ‘local’ tenders were received.
The tender of Scope Group was assessed to be conforming, the work was accordingly awarded to
them.
Work on the site has commenced with the temporary fencing of the site and removal of Asbestos. The
targeted finish date for this demolition is the last week of November.
A blessing of the site is to be conducted before substantial demolition starts. Because of the cultural
sensitivity of the site demolition will only be down to the ground floor level of the buildings. The
concrete floor slabs, piles, foundations, in-ground pipes, tanks and surrounding pavements and
grounds are to be left untouched. The few posts that are present on the site will be cut off at ground
level rather than pulled out, and as such there will be no disturbance of the ground whatsoever.
SH1 and South Bay Trees
The BAU team provided support to get a contract in place and to work in with NCTIR and NZTA to get
trees removed along the SH1 racecourse cutting. Some of the slash (non-useful residual woody
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material) may be spread over the cleared areas. The balance will be chipped for future use. Trees
and slash near the South Bay/SH1 corner will be removed once NCTIR has cleared their site offices.
South Bay Boat Ramp
The BAU team also provided support to get a contract in place for repair of damaged areas of
concrete on the South Bay public boat ramp.
Buildings
The following issues were resolved in Council owned buildings:
• Toilet leak – Memorial Hall
• Bird entry into Cuddon Building
• Heating controls in ECAN office
• WiFi cable improvement in KDC office
The following issues in the new Civic Buildings are to be addressed in the future:
• Improved lighting in ground floor main entry area
• Soundproofing CEO and Mayors office
• The design concepts are in the final stages and will be presented to the hall users on Thursday
22/11/2020.
The concept design for the Scout Hall upgrade has been completed and will be presented to hall
users on 22 October. Subject to approval tenders will then be invited.
Three containers have been secured to enable hall users to store equipment etc during the
upgrader. The removal and storage of items will be the responsibility of the hall users.
5. SOLID WASTE
Services continue to operate well refuse bins are to be reinstalled at the South Bay boat ramp, with
signs indicating that the bins are not for disposal of fish frames or other similar waste.
Options to address the fish frame problem are still being explored.
There is also an urgent need to re-energise the process to determine future levels of service.
6. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES SUPPORTED.
The outcomes below are being supported.
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.
Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met
Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

7. RECOMMENDATION
That Council Receives the report.
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Report to:
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Input sought from:
Authorised by:

Council
1. 28 October 2020
Development of East Coast Water Supply
2. Dave Clibbery – Senior Manager Operation
Angela Oosthuizen

1. SUMMARY
Some potential options are presented for the development of the East Coast water supply to
address its current non-compliance with NZ Drinking Water Standards.
2. RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:
Discussion is conducted with members of the East Coast water supply scheme regarding potential
separation of the scheme into two components as follows:
•

A treated potable supply to 13 residential properties in the Clarence Village & surrounds

•

An untreated non-potable supply to the remaining 21 properties connected to the scheme

3. THE ISSUE
The East Coast water supply scheme is an untreated water supply serving 34 properties, with a total
water allocation of 128 units (each unit equivalent to supply of 1000 litres per day) delivered
through 49.5km of reticulation.
An issue exists in respect of the scheme because in its current form it does not, and cannot, comply
with the NZ Drinking Water Standards.
4. BACKGROUND - DRINKING WATER STANDARDS
Defined standards for the quality of drinking water in NZ have existed since 1986, but until 2007 these
standards only served as guidelines, with there being no legal obligation to comply.
The Health (Drinking Water) Act 2008 did however make compliance with these standards a legal
requirement for most supply networks, with those requirements being progressively imposed on
supplies depending on their scale, with smaller water supplies being given longer periods in which to
achieve compliance, with the smallest supplies (which include East Coast) having until 1 July 2016 for
this. Despite this legal requirement a number of small supplies have still not achieved compliance.
The contamination of drinking water at Havelock North which occurred in 2016 resulted in 5000
people becoming sick, with 4 dying and others left with substantial permanent impairment, and this
event has been the trigger for government to undertake a comprehensive review of the delivery and
regulation of water services.
A first significant outcome of this review has been the establishment of a new national authority
‘Taumata Arowai’ to regulate drinking water, who will assume responsibilities previously given to
District Health Boards.
This new authority will come into effect early in 2021, and an almost certain consequence of this will
be that stronger action will be taken against operators of water supplies that are not meeting their
legal obligations to comply with the Drinking Water Standards.
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A second even more substantial outcome of the review is the 3 year program to reform the delivery
of 3 waters services, that is likely to result in water, wastewater and possibly stormwater services
being in future delivered by large multi-regional entities rather than by councils.
Central government has indicated a desire for councils to collaborate in the exploration of these
alternative delivery arrangements, and is incentivising this by providing grant funding to assist councils
in developing their water services in return for their agreement to participate in the process.
In the case of the Kaikoura District the initial value of funding provided to KDC will be $1.88 million,
and this funding can be used to fund works on water, wastewater or stormwater systems that would
otherwise not have been undertaken by the respective councils.
5. EAST COAST SUPPLY AND THE DRINKING WATER STANDARDS
The East Coast Water scheme in its current form cannot possibly comply with NZ Drinking Water
Standards. The bore from which water is sourced had been historically classified as ‘secure’ (safely
drinkable without treatment) but that status was revoked by the Ministry of Health in 2015. The
Havelock North incident (which arose from contamination of a supposedly ‘secure’ water bore) has
subsequently led to no water sources now being considered ‘secure’ with some form of treatment for
potential bacteria and protozoa (giardia and cryptosporidium) now needed in every case.
Continuing to supply untreated water to customers is therefore not considered a viable option if the
scheme is to remain defined as a drinking water supply under the control of KDC. To have a potable
supply that is owned by Council but does not comply with the now legally mandatory NZ Drinking
Water Standards has the potential to place significant risks and health and safety liabilities on the
elected members and senior staff of Council.
In the case of the Havelock North water contamination incident the local authority operating the
affected water supply was to some degree protected from liability because at the time of the incident
because the bore water source was classified as being secure, and the supply was deemed to be
compliant with the NZ Drinking Water Standards by the relevant regulatory authority.
Should a contamination incident occur on the East Coast supply, neither of the protections that were
present for the Havelock North supply would exist. The only protection that elected members and
senior Council staff would have from liability is that a permanent boil water notice is in place, and it
has to be acknowledged that this is not likely to be a very effective safeguard against potential waterrelated illness because of the possibility (probability) that some supply customers will disregard this
and consume water without boiling.
It is therefore suggested that if the status quo was to be continued that a condition for this should be
that ownership and all responsibility and potential liability (including that for potential water related
ill health) should be transferred from KDC to an entity representing, and made up of, customers of the
supply, who would themselves carry any associated liability. Such a transfer would also give members
of the East Coast Scheme complete control over overheads, the level of which has previously been
contentious.
As will however be discussed later such a transfer does not appear practical, and the funding that is
being provided to local authorities to support the 3 waters reform process provides an opportunity to
put in place other solutions to the current issue.
Potential Water Supply Ownership Transfer
Whilst a number of suggestions for transfers of small potable water supplies appear to have been
discussed in NZ, to date only one appears to have been successfully concluded under the Local
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Government Act 2002, which was for the Rocklands Rural Water Supply, which in 2013 was transferred
from Dunedin City Council to a private entity representing the customers of the scheme.
The Rocklands scheme is very similar to the East Coast supply in a number of respects, including:
• Small number of customers
• Majority of water used for non-potable purposes
• Relatively long length of reticulation
• Challenges in meeting drinking water standards
• Scheme on permanent boil water notice
• Significant additional cost for to achieve DWS compliance
• Strong sense of scheme ownership amongst customers
The differences that exist between this and current situation with East Coast are however that at the
time of the transfer DWS compliance was not yet mandatory for that scheme, and - perhaps more
significantly – it was prior to the Havelock North incident and the change in perceptions that has
resulted from it.
More recently another suggested scheme transfer of the Otama Rural Water Supply in the Gore
District has attracted some publicity since it is being proposed to do so outside of the provisions
permitting such transfers contained in the Local Government Act 2002. Special legislation has been
passed by parliament to potentially enable this, but the transfer is also still conditional upon other
issues being resolved, including satisfying the Medical Officer of Health that the new entity would have
the capability to ensure that the scheme operated safely in respect of public health.
In addition to there being only apparently one example where a transfer of a potable supply has been
successfully undertaken there is also a case (at Kaeo in Northland) where a private entity which had
previously taken over ownership and operational responsibilities for a small potable community water
supply from a local authority prior to the 2002 LGA has recently sought to transfer the supply back to
that Council because of challenges faced in the increasingly stringent regulatory environment.
Based on experience elsewhere transfer of ownership of the East Coast scheme as a potable water
supply to a customer entity does not appear feasible. A more realistic option would be transfer of the
scheme (or part of it) as a non-potable supply, which is discussed in later sections of this report.
6. POTENTIAL SUPPLY RECONFIGURATIONS
It is believed that there are a number of ways in which the supply might be reconfigured to address
the current issue, including the following:
Bulk Treatment of All Scheme Water
Though it is perhaps the simplest approach, the extensive reticulation and a very high proportion of
water volume likely to be used for agricultural purposes is likely to make bulk treatment of all scheme
water inefficient.
Because of the need to put in place barriers against both bacteria and protozoa, both chlorination and
UV treatment are likely to be required. Because of the long pipe lengths it is probable that if chlorine
was introduced at the source the residual levels would be too low at some fringes of the scheme, and
that further ‘in-line’ chlorination is likely to be necessary to overcome this, adding further complexity
and cost. In addition there are common perceptions (whether valid or not) that stock don’t like
drinking chlorinated water.
Capital costs of implementing such bulk treatment might be in the order of $200,000 but could be
funded from government’s grant to KDC to support the 3 waters reforms.
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Operating such a bulk treatment system would be expected to have physical works costs similar to
those for KDC’s Ocean Ridge supply, plus some additional amount associated with greater contractor
travel and operating in-line chlorination. It is suspected that an increase of cost in the order of $25,000
per annum might occur.
Bulk Water Treatment for Village, non-potable water for Rural
A potentially more efficient approach would be to split the East Coast supply into two separate zones
for treatment purposes – the village and the rural areas. The existing reticulation splits at a ‘T’ on the
Clarence Valley Road near to the bore, and it would be straightforward to add a treatment plant to
the eastward on the eastward branch which supplies the 13 properties in the village.
The remaining 21 rural properties could either be treated as a non-potable supply (requiring all
drinking water to be provided from other sources, such as roof water) or rely on point-of-use
treatment.
The additional physical operational costs associated with providing treated water to the village might
be similar to those for KDC’s Peketa supply, but with some additional expense associated with the
greater travelling distances for the contractors maintaining the treatment plant. This additional cost,
which would fall only on village consumers, would be expected to be around $10,000 per annum.
If the non-potable approach was adopted for the rural area it would be necessary for formally define
the two zones as different water supply schemes. Doing so could potentially be beneficial in any case,
because the needs of the two zones are very different in terms of requirements for water quantity,
quality, continuity, pressure and extent of assets utilised.
The properties connected to the non-potable scheme would be required to demonstrate that they
have alternative sources of potable water in place, and would sign statutory declarations that they
would not take water from the reticulated supply for potable purposes.
The properties in the village utilise around 3% of the reticulation of the scheme by length and (because
of their close proximity to the bore and low elevation) require relatively little power to be expended
to deliver water to them. This is in contrast to the rural area, much of which is elevated. Because of
this the current allocation of scheme costs to customers on a simple volumetric basis has potential to
disadvantage customers in the village.
Splitting the scheme into two separate supplies, with the rural supply being non-potable would not
only be beneficial in terms of more accurately allocating costs, but it would also create potential for
ownership of the rural part to be transferred from Council to a customer entity, though as noted
previously there may not be desire from the customers for that.
A disadvantage of converting the rural part of the scheme to non-potable is that the associated capital
costs of establishing separate potable supplies for individual properties (for example roof water tanks,
pumps etc) could not be funded from the grant being provided to council by government for the 3
waters reforms, since these works would not be considered as being in the best interests of public
health.
Bulk Water Treatment for Village, Point-of-Use for Rural
Typical costs of good ‘point of use’ treatment systems (disposable cartridge filters and UV treatment
units) inclusive of installation are likely to be between $4,000 and $5,000 per system, and it would be
expected that many of the larger properties would require more than one system on the property.
Provision of these systems for rural properties could be funded from the 3 waters reform grant, but
there are operational disadvantages.
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Ongoing operation of these units requires provision of electrical power, replacement of filters and UV
lamps, and periodic inspections to ensure they are functioning as intended.
The costs associated with such operation can be quite variable depending on the quality of the water
supplied to them and the quantity of water treated, but figures contained in the report ‘Drinking
Water Standards New Zealand Cost Benefit Analysis – Engineering Input’ prepared for the Ministry of
Health in 2010 suggest that allowing for inflation a typical guideline figure might be between $800 and
$1000 per unit per annum. These costs would be in addition to existing charges, and it is envisaged
that these costs would be allocated directly to individual users.
Ensuring continued effective operation of all point of use treatment systems may however be
problematic, and having KDC take responsibility for this is therefore not considered desirable.
7. OPTION COST ESTIMATES
In the following table an attempt is made to summarise five possible options for future configuration
of the scheme. The extent to which these options would be expected to satisfy external regulatory
authorities (currently the Ministry of Health, but in future the new water regulator, ‘Taumata Arowai’
are very variable, and accordingly different levels of feasibility have been assigned to these options.
It is stressed that the costs indicated are nothing more than initial guesses, loosely based on costs
being incurred for other potentially comparable supplies.
It should also be noted that any greater involvement of KDC in the operation of the scheme (or indeed
implementation of any form of water treatment on the scheme) will also make the scheme more
comparable to the other KDC administered water supplies, and accordingly allocations of overheads
would also be expected to be adjusted upwards.
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Option
No.

Description

Ownership and
Responsibility

1

Non-complying potable
supply

Customer Entity

2

All Scheme classified as
non-potable

Customer Entity

Options Summary
CAPEX (guess)
Annual
OPEX
Increase
(guess)
Nil
Nil

$100,000 a

$5,000

Perceived
Regulatory
Feasibility

Other factors

Very Low

Extremely unlikely that water
regulator would approve transfer of
a non-complying potable scheme

Low/Moderate

Requires installation of rainwater
systems for potable supply to all
properties. Non-potable supply only
of benefit to rural properties.

Rainwater storage tanks,
pumps & connections

3

Bulk treated water for
village properties,
remainder of scheme
classified as nonpotable.

All KDC; or

$40,000 a rainwater storage
tanks, pumps and connections

KDC bore &
village,
Customer entity
for non-potable

+ $100,000 b treatment system
for village

$15,000*

Moderate/High Split ownership & responsibility
potentially advantageous;
opportunity for better ‘user pays’
principles.

Moderate/High Administrative complexity of having
two supplies connected to one
source, need to police point-of-use
systems not attractive to KDC

4

Bulk treated water for
village properties, point
of use treatment for
other potable users

KDC

$200,000 b

$20,000*

5

Bulk treated water to all
properties

KDC

$200,000 b

$25,000+*

Certain

May be challenging to achieve
compliance; treatment of stock
water not desirable

*Direct physical costs only, does not include potential adjustment to overhead allocations
a. Direct costs to property owners, no financial assistance
b. Cost met from Water Reform Tranche 1 Grant
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It is again stressed that maintaining the status quo in all respects is not considered viable. To have a
potable supply that is owned by Council but does not (and cannot) comply with the now legally
mandatory NZ Drinking Water Standards has the potential to place potentially significant liabilities on
the elected members and senior staff of Council.
8. SUGGESTED OPTION
It is believed that options 3 and 5 are the most realistic responses to the current issue.
Option 5 would be simplest, and has the advantage that all of the capital cost could be met from the
government’s reforms funding, but it does not recognise the significant difference in needs that exists
between the small residential properties in the village and the other larger rural properties who use
most of the water received for non-potable purposes.
Option 3 recognises this difference, but has associated greater complexity, effectively subdividing the
scheme into two separate supplies which would be largely independent of each other for operational
and financial purposes.
Unit water costs for customers of these two supplies could be significantly different, with a potential
significant increase in cost for village properties associated with the operation of the treatment plant,
but with some offsetting cost savings associated with these properties not having to contribute
towards the maintenance and renewal of 94% of current scheme reticulation that they do not use, and
associated limited pumping power costs.
Splitting the East Coast scheme into two separate components would require corresponding financial
separation, that would include apportionment of overheads and existing reserve balances.
More work would need to be done before estimates of such effects could be made.
At this stage it is believed that discussion of development options for the East Coast scheme should be
focussed on key principles, and on that basis it is believed that Option 3 may be best, and that this
should be presented to scheme members as a proposed option for feedback.
It is however also recognised that this (or indeed any of the feasible options) would probably not be
welcomed by scheme members as it is likely to result in some extent of increased cost for all, and that
as such discussions may not be easy.
9. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The issue discussed in this report relates to the following community outcomes:
Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met

Our community participates in
decisions and planning in a way
that benefits our future.

Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.
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